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Marketing accountability at hospitals

not for profit does NOT mean
not accountable for results

The notion that accountability is key to marketing and advertising
isn’t new; it has been at the core of marketing “buzz” for the last decade.
Big data, predictive analytics, people centric marketing, and on and on-the common theme to each year’s buzz is actually a simple concept:
be accountable.
Marketers across all industries have leveraged
techniques that quantify the business impact of
marketing - not just awareness, preference, or
NPS, but the direct link to demand, sales and
revenue impact.
Over the last three years, ScanmarQED has seen
this notion expand to hospitals. While most are
not for profit organizations, and while media
budgets are typically lower than what’s seen in
the private sector, there remains a clear need to
directly quantify the impact of media spend on
hospital and clinic volume.

◆ Will spending another $100k on paid search
(or billboards, radio, TV) actually result in more
people choosing your hospital over their other
choices?
◆ If revenue is down, does management cut the
advertising budget? Does anyone actually
know if that’s a rational decision?
		- Hint, often it’s the least rational option
			 out there - but if you haven’t measured
			 impact vs. spend, you can’t make
			this point
These are very answerable questions that our
software-based consulting at ScanmarQED can
help you answer.

Marketing strategy
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ScanmarQED can help you:
1. Be more accountable - quantify the impact
of media spend
2. Objectively assess the total size of the media
spend. For example,
a. if you’re spending too much we can identify
		 what to cut, but often this is really justi		 fication to change the marketing strategy,
		 more so than a reason to reduce spend
b. if you aren’t spending enough we can
		 provide evidence for “the opportunity cost
		of underinvestment”

3. Inform allocations between tactics, i.e.
how much to spend on Online Display Ads vs.
Out of Home vs. Social
a. Drive more results with the same budget
b. Understand media saturation and
		 plan around it
c. Understand how long it takes for media
		 to have its full impact
We know hospital data and we’ve proven that
this works.

“We are experts in creating
capabilities around media
measurement and planning”
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Our team will:
Find the required internal data
- We typically work with finance,
		 IT or data science teams
- We never use PII, so patient privacy
		 is 100% protected
●

Work with your media partners/agencies
to gather the media inputs
- We speak the language of “media
		 planning” because we work with agencies
		 every day all around the world and even
		 have media agencies as clients!

We are experts in creating capabilities around
media measurement and planning. Our team
helps when your clients need it --only when they
need it -- because our fast, easy-to-use software
can be run by you, your media agency or by us.
This total flexibility keeps your costs down and
allows you to control every aspect of your
analysis.

●

●

Guide you through the analysis to understand
historical media effectiveness and optimize
future plans

Our experience and expertise in media, hospitals,
CPG, and the techniques required to successfully
conduct in-depth analyses is rooted in our
mission to empower clients to make their own
data-driven decisions.

Let us help you
start this journey
Contact ScanmarQED to arrange a
30-minute initial assessment.
Brian Cusick
318 W. Adams - Chicago - IL 60606
312-312-9583
brian.cusick@scanmarqed.com

About ScanmarQED
ScanmarQED gives marketing departments the tools
to analyze and fine-tune the marketing mix, based on
their own data and drawing on their own intimate
industry knowledge.
Sophisticated modeling, using PC software that is no
harder to handle than a spreadsheet, makes budgeting, planning and forecasting quick, accurate and
practical. Devising the best marketing mix no longer
depends on hunches and guesstimates. Past performance can be analyzed, and future performance predicted, with answers available within hours, rather
than weeks.
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